RECOMMENDATIONS EXPRESS CLASSES
SPANISH ONLINE CLASSES
“I enjoyed learning with Martha. Each lesson was tweaked according to how I was
learning that day. She was very patient and encouraging, adapting classes as
needed. This adaptive structure helped me learn according to how my mind
worked vs a strict structure of a curriculum. I thoroughly enjoyed the online
course. Juggling work, childcare, pregnancy and Spanish having online classes
enabled me to continue with them during the lockdown but also helped me fit it
into a tight timeframe. I felt there was little difference between online vs in
person classes and going forward would want to continue with online.”
Lucy Garrett
“Martha was very friendly and patient. She constantly encouraged me and
recommended new resources in areas that are directly related to my interests and
would push me. Her knowledge of Latin American culture is excellent and I really
enjoyed learning about it, however, there was some lack of teaching about Spain.
She is very clear when explaining grammar points and teaches in an active way
so that the student participates and engages directly in the lesson, rather than
rote learning. I would definitely recommend Spanish Lessons in Surrey. The
quality of the lessons was great, even though they all took place via video chat
due to COVID-19. I improved my confidence and fluency in my speaking abilities
due to the wide range of deep discussions. I felt that I was listened to attentively
and kindly throughout the classes. My level ranges between C1 and C2. I will
continue to study Spanish at university, and hopefully beyond. Instead of solely
focusing on reading literature, I will make more of an effort to learn about the
culture.” Alice Reeve
“I am having lessons with Martha Jesty online because of the Covid Pandemic. I
feel I am progressing well because she is an excellent teacher and makes it
enjoyable to do. I would recommend her to anyone.” Gaby Pap
“Given the length of the lesson, which is half an hour Express Classes, Martha
Jesty achieves much by sharing learning aids for grammar, and by encouraging
outside practice and reading. There is also homework, and the combination is
enough. There are exercises in the lesson to assist learning the topic. Martha’s
knowledge of Latin American culture is extensive and informative. She is
encouraging and patient and has a positive outlook to life and teaching in general.
The lesson is well organized and preparation is good as well as having a good
understanding of the pace at which to proceed. She is friendly and professional, a
very good teacher and understands the different requirements of the students and
adapts her methods accordingly.” Susan Williams
“Martha Jesty is a very good teacher, always explaining and didn’t move on until
everyone understood. She emphasised the importance of doing as much
homework and possible which was vital for our learning. I always enjoyed the
lesson.” David Prigg

“Martha Jesty is a very accomplished and friendly teacher. It has been many
years since I last learned in this format, and Martha is extremely patient and can
find many ways in explaining the language; a real pleasure to learn from her.”
Jonathan Zammit-Tabona
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